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    Qty.  Description
    1 Decorative Side Shroud
   1 Silicone Bumper
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DANGER
Always disconnect the power cord from the wall out-
let before performing service on the table to prevent 
electrical shock. Failure to do so could result in severe 
personal injury or death.

WARNING
Refer to the Operator’s Manual supplied with the unit 
for complete instructions on operation.  Failure to do 
so could result in personal injury.
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1. Raise seat to the full up position.

2. Tilt seat to the full back posision.

 Note: These above two steps are not 
necessary for changing a decorative 
side shroud, but will make the proce-
dure much easier.

3. Unplug the table from wall outlet.

4. If present, remove clear silicone bum-
per at top of decorative side shroud. 

Tools Required
1. 1/8” Allen Wrench

Note: The decorative side shroud on your model may look different from the one pictured below; however, the 
          procedure is still the same.

Decorative Side Shroud Removal:

5. Grasp decorative side shroud with both hands and lift straight up. 
Pull decorative side shroud toward you as you “wiggle” shroud 
slightly to allow screw heads to pass through the (4) keyhole 
slots that secure decorative side shroud in place.

6. Note the (4) keyhole slots into which the new shroud screw 
heads will pass.

Seat up & tilted back
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1. Align the four screw heads with the four kewhole slots. Insert the 
screw heads into the keyhole slots and gently push down. Note: 
To avoid damage do not force the decorative side shroud into 
place. If decorative side shroud does not attach easily go to step 
2, otherwise proceed to step 3

 

Decorative Side Shroud Installation:

2. The decorative side shroud comes from the factory preadjusted 
and should fit, or be very close. If fit is too tight loosen the allen 
screw on the corner that is tight by 1/8 turn. Try fit again. Con-
tinue this procedure until it fits correctly.

3. Replace the clear silicone bumper at the top of the decorative 
side shroud to ensure that it holds the shroud in place. (Make 
sure bumper is snug to shroud to prevent shroud from popping 
off under normal use)

4. Plug table back into wall outlet.

5. Using foot control or hand pendant tilt seat forward until it stops.

6. Lower and raise table two times to ensure that the shrouds are 
functioning properly.


